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generation," says Rep. Greg Walden Schools in districts that lose money will
consider alternatives, says DOE Schools that lose funding are not automatically

shut down, officials say Lawmakers are concerned over a change in a 1996
amendment As the federal government has slashed billions of dollars in education

programs, states are struggling to keep up with massive budget deficits. The
money is being slashed to cope with the federal government's projected $1.2

trillion budget deficit for the year, which includes a projected $109 billion cut to
education. In many states, the cuts are coming from funds that local schools and
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districts rely on -- and losing money from that source can close schools, cut
teachers and lay off staff. "We're also finding that there's significant cuts in the

programs that are intended to benefit the very students and the classroom
teachers," said Rep. Greg Walden, R-Oregon, who chairs the House subcommittee

that deals with education and budget issues. "This is being implemented in this
round of budget cuts by not funding the programs that are enacted by Congress,

but are in conflict with the goals of President Obama." JUST WATCHED History
student: Millions of seniors not cut Replay More Videos... MUST WATCH History
student: Millions of seniors not cut 02:26 JUST WATCHED Teacher prepares for

layoffs Replay More Videos... MUST WATCH Teacher prepares for layoffs 04:21 JUST
WATCHED Teachers, parents on edge as cuts in Replay More Videos... MUST

WATCH Teachers, parents on edge as cuts in 02:08 Much of the debate over the
legislation has focused on a change made to a 1996 amendment to the federal

education law, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). The original
rule dictated that schools where local officials are not making up a budget shortfall
don't have to close. And the 1996 amendment, signed by President Bill Clinton, said
that only when schools are actually losing money would the provision be activated.
"This was all about protecting the next generation, preserving core programs and

protecting the districts that need help," said Walden, who voted in favor of the
amendment. "This was never about terminating schools. This was never about

shutting schools. This was about preserving the programs." But Rep. George Miller,
D-California, voted against the amendment. He said it was a "
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